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CO���L��A� S���L���T - Fre����
By Chancellor Donald Lewis

Over the next few months we will be releasing one of the Mystic Secrets
per month. Please enjoy these thoughts from the Blv. LaVeda Lewis
Highcorrell:

The Five Mystic Secrets
By Elizabeth Greenwood
AKA LaVeda Lewis Highcorrell
Produced by the Correllian Nativist Tradition
Distributed by Witch School www.witchschool.com
“Your anyone, any time, anywhere magickal education”
© Copyright 2009 Rev. Don Lewis

This sister tells you that you need not be shackled in place, and that if you are, you yourself
possess the key.

Her’s is a secret to take to heart.  Her’s is the secret of action.

If there is anything in your life you do not like, you can change it - try!

If there is anything not in your life that you desire, you can have it - reach!

You hold yourself back! YOU are the master of your own fate, and alone the responsibility is
yours alone.

Scary, isn’t it?

If you reach for something, you may not get it. But if you do not reach, then surely you will not
get it. It’s your choice, every time - and a choice, to be sure, to be made with good sense and
intelligence.  But still, your choice.

It is a choice you were created to make, not give away or hang about the neck of a scape-goat.

Taking responsibility in your life is not disobedience to God, God gave you the responsibility in
the first place. If God wanted you to be unable to make choices and stand on your own feet.
She would hardly need to have created you, now would She? Why would God go to the trouble
of setting all this up just so She could spend her time matching a hundred billion people’s socks
for them?

Making your own mistakes is the point of existing at all - so that you can learn from them.
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So you are making your own successes.

God doesn’t need you to build Her sandcastles for Her. Nor does She need to build sandcastles
“through you”. God can build Her own sandcastles. Don’t take my word for it - have a look at
the Mojave desert, or the Grand Canyon. When you build a sandcastle, it’s there for you to
enjoy and take pride in. God doesn’t need the credit for your sandcastles, as some people
suggest She does.  She gave you the ability so that you could build it to uplift yourself.

When you do something good, you deserve the credit for it - God rejoices over your sandcastle.
She isn’t jealous of it.

And when you do something bad, you must take the responsibility for that too. The devil didn’t
make you knock over Billy’s sandcastle, you chose to do it. If you want to make it right again,
then you must do something as nice as that was meant to make up for it. That is Karma. And
until you make up for the bad things you’ve done by doing
good things, you’ll just get more and more lost on the road
to God.

But God will wait for you.

Freedom is responsibility.

God doesn’t want you to be intelligent and creative. She
wants you to be worthy and useful. And She can wait
however many lifetimes it takes for you to become that.
After all, She’s already waited this long.

If God just wanted a bunch of sheltered, inexperienced
servants, She would never have had to create a whole
Universe to get them. And if She needed a bunch of
sheltered, inexperienced servants, well then She would have
floundered at the start when She was on Her own.

God wants variety!  Open your eyes and see it about you!

What is the hallmark of Nature if not variety? God loves things that are new and different. She
likes bright colors and original ideas.

God doesn’t want everyone to be the same. If God wanted homogeny you’d see it in Nature -
surprise!  It isn’t there.
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God doesn’t want to put you in a pigeonhole or a bracket. She doesn’t want you to walk on a
straight and narrow path either - She wants you to look to the sides and see the flowers! Look
above and see the clouds!  Walk in the grass and explore!

This is God’s real will.

She wants you to be free. To be happy. And to succeed. She is a helping hand, not an obstacle,
on your path.

There is nothing to hold you back, not even death for death is not real, only a temporary rest on
the Other Side between lives.

Only your own fear can hold you back. Fear, or bad planning,
self-doubt, and ill will towards others.

So be free, and take advantage of the world that’s been created
for you!  For your only gaoler is yourself.

So be it. These are the five. The secrets to a happy and
successful life. Those who believe them are without fear. For
what is there to fear when you know in your heart that life is
eternal. That God is nice, and likes you, and wants to see you do
well. And that within you awaits the peace and serenity you
seek, waiting only for you to look inside, and truly believe what
you say you believe.

With that knowledge, truly believed, you can pursue anything,
without fear. You can develop the powers within, or go bravely into the world - what could
hold you back?

But none of it can help you unless you come to truly believe it, for if you do not truly accept
any belief you lay claim to, it will leave you wanting in the lurch.

All this being so, I say “May the blessing be and may you succeed in all you do. Whatever you
do, do it with love, and good things shall be yours.”

Thank you,

Lady Elizabeth Greenwood.
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LO�� D��’S �O�N��
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell

Greetings all,

I have a new project that I am looking for help with. I think that we
would all agree that there is not enough content aimed at Pagan
families, youth, and teens. I am looking to create new
youth-oriented programming for PaganWorld.TV. I am looking for
people to help recruit existing programs, create new programs, and
to assist with editing, set-up, and promotion of new programs. If
you are interested in helping, please contact me at
DonLewisHP@aol.com.

Blessings,

M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell
First Priest and Chancellor, Correllian Tradition
Vox Correllianus, Apu Tanglaw Liwanag, Member Triad Union

LA�� S���H��I�’S �O�N�� : The �����d Be�
By M. Rev. Stephanie Leon Neal

“The bee’s life is like a magic well: the more you draw from it, The more
it fills with water.” Karl Von Frisch

The bee is one of humans’ most outstanding teachers and providers.
Apis mellifera, the honey bee, has a productive life, improving food
production on fruit, vegetable, and flower farms. Honey bees live in
colonies that are disappearing worldwide for no apparent reason.

There are three types of honey bees. The Queen, which has two tasks: laying thousands of bee
eggs, ensuring a robust next generation of bees to work the hive, and she guides the bees’
behavior through the chemicals she emits.

Next, we have the worker bees, all sterile female bees; their responsibilities are many. They
leave the hive to find and collect pollen and nectar from flowers; as they perform this function,
they are pollinating one flower to another. The worker bees build and clean the hive and protect
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it, not to mention they make honey and beeswax to create the honeycomb. It is the worker bee
that is seen outside the hive pollinating the flowers.

The drone is the third type of bee, which are all males that only live in the hive in the summer
and spring and have one heroic responsibility. Their task is to mate with the Queen, after which
most drones die after mating.

Drones live from 55- 90 days, depending on the time of year. Worker bees live from 5 weeks to
6 months. The Queen lives from 3 to 6 years. When the Queen dies, the worker bees select a
newly hatched baby bee whereby the worker bees feed her “royal jelly” exclusively, enabling
the baby Queen to grow in strength and become fertile. The worker bees, when young, are fed
royal jelly, plus honey and pollen, causing them to become infertile.

The honey bee has always represented the Goddess, fertility, the soul, Divine messages,
industry, and hard work. The Greeks consecrated bees for the moon. Ephesian Artemis is a
Greek Bee Goddess. The Saxons and Celts believe bees traveled between the worlds to send
messages; The Egyptian myths taught that Re’s tears, when fallen to the ground, turned into
bees to give wisdom to humanity. Bees labor for the good of the bee community and the good
of the entire world.

If honey is stored correctly, it can last for at least 3,000 years.

Then consider the shape of the honeycomb, the hundreds of hexagon
cells forming a perfect artistic sculpture.

Thank you, little creatures, for being prolific in action and sound
teachers.

Blesses Bee,

Rev. Stephanie Neal
All Neal’s writings are copyrighted under her collection.
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SE� ���ES�’S �O�N��
By Rev Silas Mimir HP~

"I could find the light in the darkness.
I could find peace.
I could find a way to help people.
I could find heat.
I could find the way to warm up.
I could find the way to balance the cold with the warmth.
I could find myself.

But....
No. There is no denial."

MO���R’S �O�N�� - Yul� ����e
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP~

Ready or not, Yule is here! Which means, decorating,
shopping, cleaning and family time. As a mother, I appreciate
the downtime, and make the most of them with the kids,
especially the holiday break and what we call the Yule drive.

There are many places in our community that offer holiday
light drives and for a small fee you can visit the bumper to
bumper park that is decorated but in the past few years we
have created our own.

I make my own homemade hot chocolate mix in the slow cooker all day, which makes the house
smell incredible, and we pour it into the thermos. Then pack up the car with lots of blankets
and set off to drive the neighborhood to admire the show of lights, trees, wreaths, candles and
other seasonal installations.

My kids have started to look forward to this event and the conversations and memories made
are priceless! Plus, it’s a fantastic way to talk about the meaning of Yule in relation to the
different decorations and how they relate to our Pagan faith.

T�E ���ET ���N�� - Sno�fl���s
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP

Winter is a time to reflect inward and learn from ourselves and our own nature. I have always
seen myself in the snowflakes that fall this time of year here in the north. For snowflakes can
be light and happy, or can change plans and create chaos. No matter what form they take,
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snowflakes don’t last forever reminding me that I will always be changing and growing myself.
So let’s learn about ourselves through a snowflake meditation.

Close your eyes and get comfortable, take a deep breath and
exhale out all worries.  Blow them far away and still yourself.

Feel relaxation wash over your body. Picture yourself all bundled
up and standing outside in the deep snow. It’s completely white
and the ground glitters in the sunlight. You are perfectly warm and
cozy.

Lift your face up towards the sky and see the snowflakes falling all
around you. They are beautiful, magickal and calming. They land

gently on your nose and eyelashes. Hold out your arms and spin in the falling snow, making the
snowflakes dance around you as you spin.

Each snowflake is unique and a reminder of all the good that you
have done in your life. They are a form of positivity and happiness
that you see in your everyday life. See the different forms of
positivity as it spins around you. Look how beautiful each snowflake
is.

Gather some up and toss it all around you. Thank the Goddess for all
of the blessings that you have been given in your life, the people who have loved you and cared
for you, the happy moments you have had in your life every day and the challenges that helped
you grow into the person you are.

Catch a snowflake in your hand and watch it melt. This shows you that the happy moments
come and go, appreciated but may not last very long. There have been worries and problems in
your life but they will melt away as well. Now look at the happiness still surrounding you and
realize that these memories are everywhere and can make your heart warm, even in the coldest
moments. Thank the snowflakes for the lesson learned and the Goddess for showing you that
each moment in life is as unique as the snowflakes.

When you are ready, open your eyes and stretch.
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T�E ��N’S ��E�N ���T : Fiv� ����ip����s

The topic this month is discipline, to build a life centered in our Pagan faith.
We can do this through our visions, missions, purposes and goals, to shape
our lives and lead through discipline. Pagan Discipline is what shapes and
molds our character over an extended period of time that accelerates and
focuses the process. Discipline comes from deity, devotion, discernment and
depth.  Have it, learn it, and hone it.

Discipline is not a popular word used in the Pagan community, after all we are free loving and
acting. It even has some negative connotations that are opposite of our free spirited beliefs. But
if we ignore discipline simply because it is unpopular and hard, we do ourselves the injustice of
training ourselves to do what is right. Discipline comes when we get up before dawn to do a
sunrise ritual, discipline is knowing what needs to be done and following through. Start with
the basics of meditation, prayer, offerings, study, observations of the natural world and apply
discipline as an act of will. If it is applied regularly, it will become a habit. Turn discipline into
an act of the higher power, an act of free will and an use of the conscious mind to align with the
higher self, the practices and goals of your life. A disciplined spiritual practice prepares us for
what must be done. The end goal is to have a life that Deity wants for us. So what are the five
disciplines?

Prayer - Prayer is a fundamental discipline and we build
prayer into our daily lives. This is merely talking with deity,
having a conversation. We face demands that compete for our
time which leaves us feeling physically exhausted and
spiritually depleted. But strive to make time even if for a
second to talk with deity.

Meditate - People are always focusing on things that need to
be done throughout the day. But also focus on the inner you.
Take time to sit and breath, unwind yourself physically and
spiritually. Teach yourself breath work, it’s the greatest gift you will ever give yourself.
Establish a daily routine by setting small goals and repeating them. Even a 5 minute meditation
a day for a month will result in positive habits and will become rewarding over time. Then
increase the repetitions and the length of time as needed.

Brotherhood - Men need relationships with other men. Most men fail to develop meaningful
relationships with other men and lack the added spiritual component these relationships can
bring. Men prefer to go live alone for several reasons, time is valuable, relationships take work,
chemistry is challenging and autonomy is easier. But spiritual connections with other men is
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very beneficial. Discipline is sharpened and experienced during a weekend retreat. You can
discover something about yourself and grow spiritually.

Accountability - Accountability with another man is a success spiritually. Brothers can hold
each other accountable and make each other better. We overcome and understand events in our
lives through brotherhood. It does not make one weak, it is proactive and positive. It helps one
stay focused and continue doing positive things rather than negative. It fills the void and
initiates positive momentum. It holds us accountable to worship, forgiveness, anxieties, goals,
and spiritual aspects.  It helps us to change our behaviors with better purposes and potential.

Brotherhood - As we accelerate our spiritual growth, we become more involved in brotherhood.
We meet in small groups, mentoring each other, teaching each other, organizing our group more,
serving each other, and conducting ourselves better in our daily lives. We use our gifts,
passions and talents to benefit our groups. Some men need to be mentored a bit more than
others but this step is so beneficial.

By applying the five disciplines, you will find yourself growing deeper in the Pagan faith and
find that your quality of spiritual life will be greatly rewarded.

T�E ��M��’S �E� T��� - The ����� �ha���

We come to the heartiest of chakras - The Heart Chakra also known as the
Anahata Chakra. This chakra is female and connects the three previous
chakras to the physical world as well as the following three to the spirit
world. This chakra is located in the chest beside our heart. It is not the
heart itself. It is activated between the ages of 21 to 28 and is when a
woman already knows what she wants in life. She has found herself, her

place within her family, her place in society and perhaps has already been married. She has
opened her heart and begins to feel the need of a close intimate relationship. She finds mutual
understanding and acceptance through opening her heart to others and builds relationships with
others built on love. She builds deeper connections that fill her heart with love and shares it
with others. She may start a family or build deeper relationships with friends. Her heart is
open, she accepts all of her deep connections and matures on an energetic and mental level. Her
maternal energies allow her the ability to take care of others.

If there is an issue with the previous chakras, you may find yourself restless. You may find
yourself doing everything you can for friends and relatives. You may take on more duties or
work and focus on that rather than a relationship. By not focusing on the heart, it will close up.
Energetically, you will have a dark spot around the chest area. This results in chest pains,
heaviness, difficulty breathing or just a sense of heavy burdens in life. By slouching the
shoulders, the heart chakra will close even more. She will have a fear of intimate relationships,
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trust, unexplained tears, unable to share actual feelings, depression, fear to open the heart to
others, disappointment in life and herself. This can also lead to infertility and health issues with
the uterus. Fear and resistance to becoming a maternal figure will result as well as breast issues
since there will be a refusal of maternal love. She will start to believe she is unworthy of a good
relationship, lose hope in life, act aloof from the world, close herself from physical contact with
others. She will find it difficult to accept help and care as relationships become a difficult task.
The heart chakra is how we live through our
heart, heal with our love and show that we care.
Mental and psychological states directly come
from this chakra.

We need to heal and balance all of the three
previous chakras, cleanse the heart chakra
through opening and meditation. Have a family,
even if it is with fur babies or close friends that
you love. Deepen those relationships with the
people around you and share your emotions and
feelings with them. On the days you feel
closed, choose lighter colors, creamy, light,
beige and warm. Nourish your maternal
qualities by cooking for and taking care of others, garden. Wear lunar gems such as pearls or
moonstones. These will strengthen the heart chakra energy, use caution however as these stones
also increase emotions. The goal is to strengthen, not improve the chakra. Ayurvedic herb
Shatavari is a feminine herb and can boost the heart chakra. Meditate on a maternal Goddess
such as Isis or Gaia by placing an image of her on your heart while meditating and envisioning
a light coming from your heart. Cleanse the chakra and meditate on the Moon. And surround
yourself with families, married women and mothers to strengthen the maternal bond and heart
chakra.

Next month we will touch on the feminine aspects of the Throat Chakra, Vishuddha.

RA����W �E�T ��� T�� �G��Q+ CO���N���
By Bryan John Ellicott

Hello Rainbow Tent Family and Allies,

The month of December across the LGBTQ+ is a time of reflection and
resilience especially when it comes to the HIV/AIDs epidemic that has taken
so much from our communities since the early days of the virus.
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World AIDS Day takes place on December 1st each year. It’s an opportunity for people
worldwide to unite in the fight against HIV, to show support for people living with HIV, and to
commemorate those who have died from an AIDS-related illness. Founded in 1988, World
AIDS Day was the first ever global health day.

Founded in 1988, World AIDS Day was the first-ever international day for global health. Every
year, United Nations agencies, governments, and civil society join to campaign around specific
themes related to HIV.

● Awareness-raising activities take place around the globe.
● Many people wear a red ribbon, the universal symbol of awareness of, support for, and

solidarity with people living with HIV.
● People living with HIV make their voices heard on issues important in their lives.
● Groups of people living with HIV and other civil society organizations involved in the

AIDS response mobilize to support the communities they serve and raise funds.
● Events highlight the current state of the epidemic.

World AIDS Day remains as relevant today as it’s always been, reminding people and
governments that HIV has not gone away. There is still a critical need for increased funding for
the AIDS response, to increase awareness of the impact of HIV on people’s lives, to end stigma
and discrimination, and to improve the quality of life of people living with HIV.

Join us at our next meeting which will be held on Friday, December 2nd, 2022 at 9 pm EST.

We are still growing the space on Discord, those invites expire after 7 days, so if you’d like an
invite please message me Ser Bryan Ellicott on Facebook or by email
(ellicottbryan@gmail.com) or Rev Silas Mimir (mysticalrainbow18@gmail.com) and we can
send you an invite.

Bryan J. Ellicott (He/They)

ellicottbryan@gmail.com

“It takes no compromise to give people their rights...it takes no money to respect the individual.
It takes no political deal to give people freedom. It takes no survey to remove repression.”

― Harvey Milk
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K��S�E� C����I�R� - Win��� C�m�i�g

Our December meeting this month is jammed with a lot of creative ideas. We
are planning a weekend retreat to the snow covered campground. Along with
the usual winter fun of sledding and building snowmen, I had to come up with
crafts to do while in the cabin with a cozy fire in the fireplace. This is a
weekend that we do not allow any type of electronic equipment, yes many of
my kids are getting used to this idea but they are also enjoying it. Parents are

also invited to come and for those that can’t get away, they will elect a camp mother/father for
the weekend. This also helps me as having a group of kids always needs additional helpers for
cooking, watching and assisting. It is a fun time for all and the forest is so quiet in the middle
of winter which is a welcome refreshing time for the soul, as winter is a time of reflection. So
get out those mittens, mugs, mistletoe and enjoy these activities with your kids for winter.

Upon arrival to the cabin, we generally all pitch in to clean and dust as the cabin has been
closed since summer. A group elects to clean the fireplace, while others go out for wood and
kindling. The front door is washed with a mix of the Resurrection Flower and 5 coins in water.
This is a hoodoo tradition to bring abundance to our weekend, representing the sun and renewal
of the earth. The Resurrection Flower is also known as the Rose of Jericho and can be kept all
year, simply adding water in the winter to rehydrate it as it is a type of tumbleweed desert plant
that springs back to life. We set up the Yule altar, cleansing, consecrating and decorating the
altar with evergreen garland, red, green and silver candles to honor Yule, the winter gods and
spirits. Then we unpack and place candles in the windows. This is an old Irish custom that
guides loved ones home in the winter months and invites the sun to return. It has been a
tradition within my family and passed on through the generations. Next we get started on
placing cloves in oranges, pomanders. The scent in the cabin is absolutely amazing and dates
back to Medieval times as a way to ward off infection and bad odors. Disease was often
associated with scent, hence the old plague doctor masks. The pomanders also draw in
abundance and represent success and the sun’s return.

Next is getting the electric cauldrons out to make homemade hot cider and baking cookies. We
decorate gingerbread cookies using cookie cutters of Santa and reindeer to represent Odin and
his steed, Sleipnir. Leftover ginger dough is made into parts of the soon to be assembled
gingerbread house. While making the cookies, I often read the tale about the Baker’s Dozen as
it involves Saint Nicholas, an old witch and a baker in New Amsterdam. While the snacks are
cooking, we open a calendar to represent the three days of camping. Advent calendars represent
the coming of the sun and can hold witchy things like crystals instead of candy. Being in a
cabin full of sugared up children for three days is generally not a good idea. They are getting
plenty of sugar from the cider and cookies, trust me. There is a small pine tree outside of the
cabin, but this can also be done inside. But we generally go outside and hang winter lights on
the pine tree. A few kids have asked why we don’t cut it down and bring it in to decorate. I
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explained that by leaving it to grow, we can come back every year to see how big it has gotten
and let it continue living by not cutting it, honoring the spirit of the tree. Preserving the tree’s
spirit through the winter is a pagan thing to do. The lights represent the sun’s return and the tree
represents the green life that soon will return to the land. They now love to say hi to the tree
every time we camp. After the decorating we warm up with the hot cider in front of the fire.
The kids love stirring their cups with a stick of cinnamon and we also provide orange slices that
just taste yummy with the ancient Norse Yule drink. We also enjoy our Odin cookies and put
together the gingerbread house which will be a centerpiece
for the table until the last day of camp when it will then be a
snack. Yummy destruction of a gingerbread house is the best
part. It is also a time to explain the origin of coming from
Germany in the fifteen hundreds and that it honors the
memory of our ancestors. My kids love to call it the ancestor
house, I cannot remember how that one came about. A few
cookies and a cup of cider are placed out on the altar for Odin
and to appease the winter gods. We also take some out as an
offering to the winter fairies by leaving them under our
decorated tree outside. The wee folk appreciate those gestures! While outside we also sprinkle
food for the Sleipnir around the tree as reindeer were sacred animals to Siberian shamans.

Next up, we sing Carols and go Wassailing, visiting other cabins in our gathering in exchange
for hot cocoa, a sweet tradition that everyone loves and comes from the ancient Mayans/Aztecs
that invented it as a drink for royalty. Most fitting on a season of kings! I love my camping
community as they look forward to this time with my scouts! Many of them will have fires
outside that we can warm up at as we go along. Bonfires remind us of our ancestors and their
survival during the winter. Many will also have marshmallows to roast over their fires and
teach the kids about community dependence during the winter. One of my neighbors
completely decorates with Holly and Ivy and tells the story of keeping the warmth of the Earth
alive with the fire while warding off the evil spirits of winter and bringing abundance with
Holly and Ivy. He also has a small play of the Holly King and Oak King with special costumes,
battling it out. The kids applaud when the Oak King wins and the return of the sun and summer.
We also take time during our walk to look up at the clear winter sky, the brilliance of the stars,
the beauty of the moon and wishing upon the winter star.One word of advice that is probably a
no brainer, leave an adult at the cabin to tend the fire while out doing activities so that it is never
left unattended. The first night ends back at the cabin around the fire telling ghost stories. My
favorite is the Christmas Carol as I grew up with it and was always told it was Pagan as Yule
follows Samhain and spirits still roam the earth. Another favorite story to tell is that of
Krampus, an ancient winter figure from Bavaria, Germany and Austria.

Day 2 starts with a nice, hot breakfast followed by some snow fun! We’re lucky to live in a
region that gets snow in the winter and being outside in warm clothes, enjoying the glistening,
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snowy glory of the winter landscape is an indescribable experience. We go sledding, build a
snowman, have snowball fights, make snow angels and snow forts. Just enjoying Mother Earth
and Father Winter. Before heading back inside we form the Winter Solstice Spiral representing
the never ending cycle of life, death, and rebirth. This is an ancient Celtic tradition and is
created of evergreens and stones to honor the ancestors and great cycle of life. It’s also a great

photo opportunity and offering to the winter spirits. Once back in
the cabin, we enjoy hot tea that is usually named after a
god/goddess that we are studying for the month and we drink it in
their honor. I also have a wonderful mother that bakes bread in the
shape of the sun. It represents hope, abundance and the sun’s
return. While the kids are enjoying their bread and drinking their
tea, I usually make a simmering potpourri on the stove with
cinnamon sticks, orange slices, star anise and cloves in water.
Anybody that has ever gone sledding knows how sweaty you get in

those snow suits. A group of sweaty children, not pleasant smelling. After snack time we put
together sachets full of cinnamon, clove, star anise and apples for abundance. We usually have
scraps of red, green, silver, gold, and Christmas themed as one of my mother’s is a sewer and
saves these for us to use every year. I love my parents! We put together our Yule log and talk
about the tradition of decorating it with greenery. Traditionally it is burnt slowly over the
course of the twelve days and saved to light the next year’s yule log as a way to ward off
misfortune in the coming year. During this time we will sing the Twelve Days of Christmas or
Christmastide and talk about how each day represented the Pagan celebration of Yule. We try to
save a piece every year for this purpose. We put together a Yule Bock which is a Northern
European/Germanic pagan tradition that represents Thor and the harvest. It’s simply hay and a
red ribbon, then hung around the cabin. A Yule wreath is created out of holly and spruce to
hang over the fireplace for good luck and cheer, representing eternity and divinity in its circular
shape. We make a fruit and cinnamon garland out of fruits and herbs stringing together dried
oranges, apple slices, star anise and cinnamon to decorate the mantle. Then hang stockings for
each child by the fire. I always tell my parents ahead of time to send these but have some extras
on hand just in case. We also hang Mistletoe which is steeped in Pagan history as the Druids
found Mistletoe, a sacred plant, growing on their holy tree, the Oak. Instead of kissing, we have
the children hug under it as a sign of friendship, and to show how hugs not only relieve stress
and anxiety, but create warmth both in body and heart which is a wonderful Yule custom. We
then make some Sun Decor for the altar from felt and glue. The altar gets much love over this
weekend. Now that things are decorated, it is time for the Yule Feast. Feasting often lightened
the mood during the winter months and brought tribes together as a way to thank the gods for a
bountiful harvest. After the feast is a time for a Winter Solstice or Full Cold Moon ritual
depending on what is closer. I sometimes combine the two for the scouts and they participate
along with all the adults around the altar. During the ritual, the kids will write letters to Odin
and send them up the chimney by burning them in the fire. They end the ritual by exchanging
gifts, again have this prepared ahead of time with the parents being assigned one child and price
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range and also have extras as there are always those that forget theirs at home. In Iceland a
tradition called Jolabokaflod or Christmas Book Flood, is a tradition of giving each other books
as presents and staying up late at night to read them. I try to encourage books as gifts! Gift
giving during the season of cold, bleak days cheers us up and brings kids together through
meaning. We pull out our grimoires and write our experiences, stickers, stamps, etc. I try to
work on these at every monthly gathering and they are turning out to be the most creative
project I have ever seen, each one very unique. We then go outside for another look at the night
sky and to get some energy out having fun in the snow. Back
inside for some blanket fort time in front of the fire and more
stories. The Story of La Befana, the Christmas witch, comes from
Italy and is about a witch who gives presents to children. The
story of Perchten, a horde of scary monsters that parade through
the streets of Germany, Hungary, and other countries during the
winter holidays scaring off evil winter spirits in honor of the
goddess Berchta. Then there are the holiday favorites of Elf,
Rudolph, and The Santa Clause if you would like to share a movie.
After this time, the kids are allowed to go to bed with their new
books and a flashlight for reading time before bed. If your scouts
are little, perhaps have an adult read one more story and let them
hold their flashlights.

Last Day! Yes you will be exhausted by this point but the weekend will bring back so many fun
and happy memories for your scouts. We wake up to eggnog and peppermint pancakes, the
pancakes are hidden outside around the cabin in brown paper bags. This gives you some time
to make extras and it’s also a great way to burn off energy running around finding them. They
then check their stockings, which usually hold little goodies and oranges. Oranges represent the
tradition of gold thrown down the chimney by St. Nicholas,,also a nod to the end of winter and
the sun’s return as citrus reminds us of the sun. We then make pine cones covered in peanut
butter and bird seed to hang outside on our Yule tree for our feathered friends. Then make
dough ornaments in the shapes of stars and suns to give to our neighbors as a way to thank them
for the first night. Charity is a great way for the scouts to learn how good it feels to give to
those around you in the name of compassion, kindness and community. More fun in the snow
and then inside for a quick lunch, cleaning the cabin and packing to leave. Before leaving, let
the kids have some down time and also talk about the highlights of the weekend. Then time to
head home and back to reality from a magickal weekend.
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LO�� D��’S �O��R��� PA�� - Lor� �� W�n�e�
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell

Our Coloring Page this month is taken from 'Rev. Don's Super-Omnibus of
Magical Incantations and Invocations for All occasions." This is an image of
the Lord of Winter, done for the December cover of The Round Table
Magazine in the late 1990s. The God is depicted with Antlers and associated
with both Solar and Lunar symbolism. Columns bearing images of bull and
stag and the Wheel of the Year stand to either side, and the horned serpent of
Cernunnos slithers on the ground and features in the decoration of the staff.
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AR�� & C�A�T�  - Gin���b��a� P�p���
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP ~

Often poppets resemble little gingerbread people. Poppets have
been used for centuries by Pagans as a tool of magical intent or
healing.  Be sure to supervise or assist children as needed.

What you’ll need:

● Brown felt/material
● Natural filler such as cotton, nothing synthetic
● Gingerbread spice mix: 2 ½ tsp ground cinnamon, 1 tsp

ground cloves, ½ tsp ground allspice, ½ tsp ground nutmeg, ½ tsp ground cardamom, ½
tsp ground anise, ½ tsp ground ginger

● Needle
● Thread of natural material
● Scissors
● Straight pins
● Simple gingerbread man pattern
● Pen/pencil
● Marker
● Red felt
● Black felt
● Ribbon
● Glue

Directions:

1. Focus on the purpose for this poppet, pour emotional energy into the poppet for its intent.
Ask Deity to be with you and guide you while constructing the poppet. Keep healing,
positive thoughts!

2. Make a basic gingerbread pattern for the poppet. Cut material large enough to leave
some material along the outer edge.

3. Cut out the gingerbread forms from the material, line up the edges so they are even and
use the straight pins to hold in place.

4. Stitch the two sides together leaving an opening at the top for the filler and spice mix.
5. Fill the poppet with the filler and spice mix, alternate one and the other until filled. Use

straight pins to hold together and stitch closed. The amount of spice you use is up to your
discretion.

6. Use a marker on the red and black felt to create features of eyes, mouth, buttons. Cut out
and glue on.
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7. Cut a length of ribbon and tie it around the neck. Another piece of ribbon can be sewn or
glued on the back of the head to hang from the Yule tree if desired.

8. Thank the Deities you asked for help. Remember not to make your poppet with anger,
spite or malignant intent for that which you send out will return to you in time. Enjoy
your little gingerbread poppet!

MU���: So�l ���i�
By Rev. Tiena Ellis

Sitting here drifting,
Lost in the sound,
My heart beating,
My soul is found.

Chaos reigns inside my head,
Notes floating around that need to be read,

Put it to words is what is said,
Link them together like they are thread.

So I weave them together,
Chaos to order,
Sounding even better,
Then they did in the disorder.

These notes of my soul,
Seek to console,
Give rise to laughter,
And appreciation for the crafter.

So I stay lost in the moment,
Finding peace in the disorder,
In total engrossment,
Safe in the harbor,
Of the music my soul creates,
When inspired by the fates.
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KI��H�� ��T��ER� - Yul� ��� �a��
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP

The Yule log is a Pagan tradition of celebrating the Winter
Solstice where it symbolizes that even at the darkest time and the
longest night, the warmth and light will return.

Ingredients:

● ½ cup sifted cake flour
● ¼ cup unsweetened cocoa powder

● 1 tsp baking powder
● ¼ tsp salt
● ½ cup sugar
● 5 eggs, separated
● ¼ cup milk
● ⅛ cup confectioner sugar
● 1 ½ cups whipped cream
● 2 cups heavy whipped cream mixed with a sprinkling of instant coffee
● 8 squares semi sweet chocolate, melted
● ¼ cup butter, softened
● ⅛ cup confectioner sugar
● ½ tsp green food coloring
● 8 oz marzipan
● Cinnamon candies
● Winter decorations

Directions:

1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Grease jelly roll pan, line the pan with waxed paper and grease paper.
3. Sift flour, cocoa, baking powder and salt together in a bowl.
4. Beat together sugar and egg yolks until light and fluffy.
5. Beat in milk and flour mixture alternately into the egg mixture.
6. Beat egg mixture until peaks form and fold into egg mixture.
7. Spread batter into prepared pan and smooth top.
8. Bake until set, approximately 12 minutes.
9. Dust a clean cloth with the confectioner sugar and place the cake onto the cloth.
10.Remove the waxed paper and trim the cake edges.
11.Roll the cake into a jelly roll and transfer to a wire rack for 30 minutes until cooled.
12.Unroll cake and remove cloth and spread whipped cream up to 1 inch from all edges.
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13. Reroll the cake and place seam side down on a serving plate.
14. In a small saucepan, bring heavy cream, melted chocolate and butter to a boil over

medium heat, stirring until blended.
15. Remove from heat and let stand till set.
16. Spread frosting over top and sides of cake.
17. Dust the work surface with confectioner sugar and knead food coloring into marzipan.
18. Use a rolling pin dusted with confectioner sugar, roll out marzipan to ⅛ inch thickness.
19. Use a small knife to cut out leaves.
20. Arrange leaves and cinnamon candies and winter decorations on top of the cake and

around the plate.
21. Dust with confectioner sugar and enjoy!

CO���L��A� T�� �A�T� - Win��� S�l��ic� T�a

Ah tea! The perfect way to sit and relax after a long day and just inhaling
the steam from a special brew is part of the magic. You can even add the
mixtures to soy candles to enjoy the scent, the uses of tea are unlimited.

This month’s mix is the perfect mix for those days you want to cozy up by
the fire and read a book. Sip your tea and add a few cloves, cinnamon
sticks or an orange slice or pair with a lovely fruit cake. The flavor will be
sure to warm you up on the long and chilly December nights!

Ingredients:

Herbal tea blend of equal parts of the following:

● Rooibos tea
● Lemon grass
● Lemon peel
● Orange peel
● Cinnamon chips
● Cloves
● Licorice root
● Calendula petals

Tea:

● 5 cups water
● 2 cinnamon sticks
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● ½ cup sugar
● 5 tsp tea blend
● 1 fresh squeezed orange
● ½ fresh squeezed lemon
● 1 tsp nutmeg
● 1 tsp cloves

Directions:

1. In a large cooking pot, combine water, cinnamon sticks, nutmeg and cloves, bring to a
rolling boil and remove from heat.

2. Place the tea blend into the boiling water and steep for 4 to 6 minutes.
3. Strain the mixture.
4. In a separate saucepan, combine sugar with orange and lemon juice. Bring to a boil,

stirring regularly until sugar is dissolved.
5. Add juice to the tea mixture and stir to combine. Pour into a mug and enjoy while it’s

hot!

DE����R’S �I��D� - Fir� ���e�

Recently, Fire Cider has begun to gain popularity outside of
the herbal community. First published by Rosemary Gladstar
who came up with the name in the 1970s for her book “Herbal
Healing for Women” and sold at her store in Sonoma County.
This formula calls for macerating fresh horseradish, ginger,
garlic, onion and cayenne pepper into apple cider vinegar for 3
to 4 weeks. Then it is finished with honey for a hot, sour,
pungent, and sweet winter health drink. Let’s break down the
ingredients. Apple Cider Vinegar is a digestive aid,
Horseradish combats sinus congestion and headaches, Ginger
aids circulation and digestion, Garlic aids fighting infection,
onion aids in preventing colds, Cayenne Pepper boosts

immune systems, and Honey soothes inflamed tissues and organs. Blend it all together and Fire
Cider is good for your entire system! Many herbalists share their most tried and trusted recipes
throughout numerous web pages, but experiment with your own and adjust it until it fits with
your taste buds. I have seen many recipes also call for Turmeric, Echinacea, Rosemary,
Jalapenos, Black Peppercorns, Cinnamon Sticks, Lemon, Oranges, or any vegetable, herb, spice
or honey you prefer. I have also seen it diluted with water, tea or apple cider but drinking it
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straight from a 2 ounce shot glass provides the most benefits. If you feel an illness coming
upon you, drink 1 ounce three times a day to boost your immune system.

What you will need:

● ½ cup thinly sliced fresh ginger
● ½ cup peeled and diced horseradish root
● 1 garlic clove peeled and crushed
● 3 sprigs rosemary
● 2 serrano chiles, halved lengthwise
● 1 tsp whole black peppercorns
● 2 cinnamon sticks
● ⅓ cup onion
● 1 lemon cut into wedges
● 1 orange cut into wedges
● 2 cups apple cider vinegar mother
● ½ cup raw honey
● 1 tbsp ground turmeric

How to make:

Place ginger and horseradish into the bottom of a mason jar. Add garlic, rosemary, chiles,
peppercorns, cinnamon and onion. Add lemon and orange pieces, press ingredients down with
a wooden spoon. Add vinegar to fully submerge ingredients and fill to one inch from top.
Place a piece of natural parchment paper over top and secure the lid. The parchment paper is
necessary to prevent corrosion caused by the vinegar. Store in a cool, dark place and be sure to
shake every day or 2 for 3 to 6 weeks. Strain through cheesecloth lined fine mesh sieve and
discard the solids into your compost pile. Stir in honey and turmeric and store the sealed jar in
your refrigerator for up to a month.  Drink daily!

C��S�A� G����N  - Dum����er���

Dumortierite is a rare mineral that is found in the form of small
prismatic crystals, generally inclusions within Quartz crystals. Its
color is a dark navy blue, blue, or violet but has also been found as
green, brown, reddish brown, white, red, black, or light pink. The
most sought after being pale blue and white. First discovered in
1881 in France by Gonnard and named after the French
paleontologist Dumortier. The crystal is generally found in
aluminum rich pegmatite in Austria, Brazin, Madagascar, Namibia,

Canada, Russia, Sri Lanka, India, Russia, Altai, Italy, Poland, Norway and the United States of
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America. Dumortierite is sometimes mislabeled as lapis lazuli, sodalite or lazulite but you can
easily tell the difference as Dumortierite is fibrous. The crystal is used in many industries as
jewelry and also crushed to make porcelain and ceramic as it turns white when exposed to heat.

Dumortierite is a beautiful stone that puts you in contact with spirit guides and reconnects you
with wisdom. The crystal is a high vibrational stone that aids in unlocking the third eye chakra
as well as our unique psychic abilities such as lucid dreaming, astral projection, astral travel,
and channeling. The crystal raises the intuitive side and intellectual capacity, attuning the
wearer into a higher knowledge. Many have found their memories improved, with a new
retention and understanding while studying.

Set your intentions into the crystal and put into your pocket to assist with memory and to
remind you of the path you are on. Let it speak to you and refresh all of the ideas you’ve
absorbed, especially in the mathematical or language departments. Place it on your desk and
allow the energy to release and fill your environment. Place behind your ear to open up
clairaudience and activate past memories. A great crystal to use when doing work that moves
through many lifetimes. Be sure to clear the stone of old intentions and
it will be ready to keep you moving forward.

Dumortierite can assist you if you have a short temper by giving a boost
to your patience and calm, particularly in intense situations. It will
provide a clear mind, assist with organization skills and let you clear the
clutter in life both mentally and emotionally. The crystal promotes
positive attitudes in any situation and will provide the trust and courage
during hardships to assist in gaining understanding and control. Many
use it to suppress fear and panic, to promote self discipline and positive energies. This is
especially beneficial for addictions, providing assistance with relaxation and making the day to
day more manageable.

Dumortierite can assist in balancing the throat chakras as it improves communication between
the lower chakras of the physical and the upper chakras of the mental, creating a more
organized and balanced life.

Healers use Dumortierite for many things. Its healing energies aid with various physical
illnesses, pains and aches such as stomachaches, diarrhea, headaches, intestinal issues, cramps,
nausea, vomiting, colic, skin disorders, mouth issues, respiratory system, esophagus, epilepsy,
hypersensitivity, parathyroid, sunburns, depression, pregnancy symptoms, travel sickness,
carpal tunnel, endocrine, metabolism, weight and thyroid issues. Simply place it in the affected
area. It aids in various emotional issues in the throat chakra as it communicates with the heart
and teaches the ability to be silent, promoting clean energies and a feeling of completeness. If
the third eye chakra is blocked, it improves and opens your visualization capabilities, intuitive
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perceptions and creative imagination. It balances the right and left hemispheres of the brain,
encourages good health in the face, sinuses, eyes and ears. It is also beneficial to the crown
chakra and aiding in sympathy for prejudices so that you can align with higher forces and
connect with the energies around you. It can also connect you with past lives and identify the
effects they have on your present life. It has amazing intellectual ability and mental strength as
well as order, expression and peace. It will help you make sense of things and get your life back
in order through confidence, understanding and patience. Be warned however as the stone will
cut ties with people and things that are no longer beneficial to you and break the cycle of
codependency so that you can comprehend how to manage your behaviors and take control of
your life. It will release the traumas and provide assistance to overcome the hardest
circumstances in your relationships while stabilizing and strengthening the right relationships.
Use Dumortierite to find your soulmate and cleanse your aura to help them stand out even more
while learning lessons of current relationships. It opens you up to happiness and positivity in
love and will change you for the better. It also aids you to stay young at heart and shows you all
viewpoints on life and love.

Dumortierite is considered a good luck stone and is excellent for new
business start ups, presentations, or closing of sales. It will provide a
sense of security and stability, strength of mind and inner peace as well
as mental clarity so that you can see opportunities and create solutions. It
will aid to overcome stage fright, sleep insomnia, stress, shyness, fear,
phobias, stubbornness and depression. It boosts self confidence and
assertiveness so that you speak out more especially in the matters of
injustice.

If Dumortierite is found with Quartz, Dumortierite is greatly enhanced and very powerful. Be
sure to use a grounding stone to connect to higher realms and dimensions. Meditate with it over
your third eye to see the great potential and feel the higher vibrations. When paired with clear
quartz, Dumortierite will allow you to stand on your own and control your life with patience. It
stimulates the brain, improving intellect and mental skills while inspiring your third eye chakra.
It boosts psychic abilities and improves interpretation of the information from the divine mind.
It will increase willpower and self mastery while stabilizing and providing blessings in all
aspects of life.

If paired with Phenacite, Dumortierite can open the chakras and psychic work. This pair opens
the third eye and awareness of visionary intuition in the spirit world. They proved a powerful
and deep meditation so that you can align with the higher self, while activating and cleansing
the chakras. This combination is especially useful to connect to other worlds and show that this
world is only a part of another dimension in the great universe. Your sense of community will
strengthen and build unity to accomplish goals, motivate you to share your talents and learn
from others. They increase spiritual and personal development, opening you to a variety of
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truths, perspectives and mindsets all while aiming for better and bigger things. They can heal
by aligning, cleansing, clearing and activating chakras in the body that promote healing.
Especially useful for those dealing with optic nerve tension or eye strains.

Dumortierite and Labradorite work well with increasing intellectual capacities and mental
capacities as they will enhance at the same time and develop psychic powers, especially
astrology. Dumortierite and Vanadinite strengthen psychic communication and meditation.
They provide an understanding of psychic capabilities and how to utilize the gifts. This
combination also enhances money, relationships, love, intimacy, passion, sexual desire and
romance. Physical stamina as well as emotional strength will aid you to find satisfaction,
enjoyment and happiness in romance. It will sooth your worries and look for solutions in
relationships as well as bringing order to discord or chaos. This combination improves focus
and concentration, encouraging you to act on your dreams and goals while removing
distractions and staying focused. Dumortierite and Septarian is a combination that will improve
your sense of privacy and step backward to retreat into your inner shell. You will be able to
harmonize your intellect and emotions with your higher mind and
comprehend your life while ridding it of anxiety and stress. They are
wonderful to use during meditation as calming stones.

Dumortierite is considered a zodiac crystal and is associated with Leo, Libra
and Taurus. For Libras, the crystal encourages you to be courageous and
speak your mind. For Leo the crystal will change your controlling nature
into an optimistic and positive one. For Taurus the crystal will let you find
relaxation and calmness while transforming your inflexibility into knowledge and wisdom
attracting success into your life.

One great way to use Dumortierite is to meditate with it, hold it in your hand and use it on a
consistent basis to find understanding in which direction to take as well as increasing your
psychic abilities. You will find an improvement to patience as well as skin issues being cured.
One lovely side effect!  The stone will allow you to attune to the Divine easier.

Cleanse Dumortierite through smudging of sage, incense, cedar or sweetgrass. It can also be
placed in a bowl of quartz or hematite for a day or simply a bowl of flower petals. Or run it
under lukewarm water then soak in a bowl of water that contains flower petals from roses,
honeysuckles or orange blossoms for a day. You can also cleanse in a stream, ocean or river or
simply place outside during a rainstorm. Dumortierite loves salt water and refreshes its energies
while ridding it of negative and recharging it. Charge by the light of the moon, either the full or
new for two nights.  Then place on top of selenite for another two days.

Dumortierite is one of the best positive stones you can impact your life with. It lifts the spirit,
clarifies thoughts, increases comprehension and changes you for the better. It is ruled by Venus
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and we know how she generally gets us what we really want, being the goddess of love,
manifestation and beauty.  It will bring you joy and happiness to your soul.

MA����L A����L� - Blu� ���
By Rev. Catherine Dragoni

A few years ago, I read a report that blue jay populations
were declining in my state. I don’t remember all the
specifics why, but loss of habitat is usually a key factor in
the decline of any species. And indeed, I was no longer
seeing these bright blue crested birds around my yard.
Perhaps my neighbor’s decision to cut down three mature
oak trees contributed to this. I understand that cleaning up
acorns from your yard can be a significant task…. but blue

jays harvest and gather acorns as a food source. Like squirrels, blue jays don’t wait till the
acorns fall, they pull them off the branches. Also like squirrels, they carry them off and store
them for later.

So a decline noted in my state, and changes in my immediate environment, meant that for the
last several years I was seeing very few blue jays in my yard.   Their absence saddened me.

In September this year, I began seeing them again. Actually, I heard
them before I saw them. Their raucous calls rival those of our crow
tribe. And in fact, blue jays belong to the family Corvidae, which
includes ravens, crows, magpies, and jays. Like their crow cousins,
they are very intelligent. Just like the crows, although in some ways
they seem brazen, in other ways they are reticent. And difficult to
photograph because of this! They preferred feeding at a distance at
first, around the feeders furthest from the house. They are just now
visiting the feeders closer to the house, the ones that are easier for us
to keep filled when the snow begins to fly.

Sometimes jays can be threatening to other birds at feeding stations, and I have observed that
the smaller birds tend to clear out while the jays are feeding. But since I have several feeding
stations around my yard, everyone has a place they can go to. I have a feeling the jays will find
their place in the society of birds (and other creatures) who frequent my feeders. It’s amazing
how the wild souls work out the things we humans find so difficult.

The Blue Jay’s striking blue color connects to the throat chakra, the center of creativity and
communication. He may be leading us to be authentic in our communications, to not be afraid
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to demonstrate and express our true selves. Blue Jay may be encouraging us to act with
confidence, on whatever path we are pursuing, to proceed with boldness -

Blue jays are curious and resourceful, symbols of intellect, confidence, and vibrancy. You may
see them more frequently when you are going through periods of self
doubt. Accept their gift of encouragement. Work with determination.
Blue jays are known for their assertive behaviors, which serve to
ensure survival. Sometimes you do need to stand up for yourself -
and you can do that, and still remain respectful to others.

Blue jay tells you to start speaking up for yourself, and to begin
moving forward with confidence. Working towards the things that

are important to you is not selfishness. Far from it - people who have the blue jay as their spirit
animal manifest strength, loyalty, solidarity, and patience in their relationships.

Blue jays do have an affinity for oak trees; acorns are an important food source for them, and
they will make their nests in these trees. Seeing a blue jay in an oak tree is said to symbolize
fertility and everlasting life.  Hail to the Blue Jay!

DI����TI�� �P���IG��  - Can��� D�vi����on

For any witch, open a cupboard and many candles come rolling
out since we use them in every celebration we have. During the
Yule season, candles seem to be everywhere we look and it is the
ideal time to use your psychic abilities with candle divination.

Simply gather two or more colors of candles and a large light
colored bowl filled halfway with water. Quiet your mind and
light the candles. Drop the wax from each into the bowl in a

spiral motion. As the wax swirls and sinks (or rises), note the images that appear. Add more
wax to change the shapes and note the impressions that enter your mind as you watch.
Carefully lift the wax out of the water and be careful to maintain those shapes. You will find
that it takes on a distinctive shape such as an animal or object. Close your eyes and open again,
looking at the shape in a fresh way and seeing new symbols. Think of what those symbols
mean to you and your life.

Write your experiences in your journal and use them to attune your psychic senses so that the
candles can provide light into your future.
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Tar�� ���ne�
By Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

Hello and welcome to the Tarot Corner! In the last 2 years or so, we have been focusing on
many different Tarot Spreads. There’s a spread for EVERY occasion! I thought it was time for a
change. Our new focus will be Tarot Spellwork! Did you know that you can use your deck to do
spellwork? Of course you can! When I was in Salem working the Psychic Fair, I came upon a
new Mermaid Tarot deck that I use almost exclusively now. I connected very well with it, and
when I was reading through the accompanying book (not just a small guide of meanings, but an
actual textbook type), I came across a section that talked about doing spells with the Tarot
Cards. I thought that was an interesting concept, so here is our new journey here in the Tarot
Corner. Since we are nearing the end of the year, let's start with bringing in prosperity into the
new year.

Supplies:

● 1 Green Candle
● Favorite Incense for prosperity (Some popular ones are Frankincense, Myrrh, Cinnamon,

Orange, Vanilla, Peppermint, Ginger, Sandalwood, Dragon’s Blood and Patchouli)
● XVII – The Star (Hope, Creation, invention)
● Ace of Pentacles (Prosperous Beginnings)
● Three of Wands (Imagining the Future)
● Court or Major Arcana card to Represent you

Steps:

1. Light Incense.
2. Set your intention, and lay out the Three Tarot Cards above where you place your candle.

Place the card that represents you below the candle.
3. Write into the candle your intentions, and light it.
4. Allow the candle and the incense to completely burn out.

I recommend using a deck that you don’t need on a daily basis. The meanings above are based
on the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot. If you use a deck based on a different system, then of course
other cards with similar meanings would be appropriate. Good luck and have a Prosperous new
year!
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AS���L���
By Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

Welcome to Astrology! We have a new format this month. Let us know what you think!

December 3rd: Neptune turns Direct in Pisces (increased creativity, more confident)

December 6th: Mercury enters Capricorn (methodical thinking, practical focus)

December 7th: FULL MOON

December 9th: Venus enters Capricorn (easier business relations/boost)

December 20th: Jupiter enters Aries (opportunities for new enterprises, independent ventures
and self-starts.)

December 21st: Sun enters Capricorn (motivation by feelings of responsibility, ambition, and
respect for Law and Order.)

December 23rd: NEW MOON

December 26th: Mercury turns Retrograde in Capricorn (Not recommended to sign new
contracts, launch a new business or engage in important decision making)

MO��H�� OR����
By Rev Silas Mimir HP~

“Be at peace, my children. Find your inner peace and connect with it.
Communicate from a place of compassion. Most importantly, have
compassion for yourself. Love yourself, for that is the key to your
happiness. Spread the happiness to all corners of the earth, for she
needs it very much right now. Laugh. Laugh a lot! Enjoy the company of
those around you, and share your experiences. Listen to theirs. Offer
your love and support when you can. Allow all of humanity to move
forward towards the next evolution. Be part of the process, the solution.”
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CO���S���DE���S
The Narcissus is for December These flowers are often confused with
Daffodils as they are also part of the Narcissus genus of the Amaryllis
family. Most Narcissus bloom in the spring, however, a few types
bloom in the winter like the Paperwhite Narcissus. They are native to
the Mediterranean, Asia, Europe, and North America. The
Paperwhites are the oldest and most distributed as the clusters of
delicate and sweet fragrance can come in white, yellow or orange. In
Greek mythology, the name of the flower is associated with Narcissus
who became so fixated on his looks that he was punished by Nemesis.
In the end he fell in love with his reflection in the water and drowned.

The Narcissus represents purity, sweetness and simplicity, often associated with respect and
faithfulness. In China they signify prosperity and wealth. During the Victorian age they
represented self-centeredness and came to be associated with change. The flowers bloom in a
variety of colors such as white, yellow, orange and some even pink. The colors bring many
different meanings. White is a symbol of innocence and purity, making a perfect gift for
friends, family and welcoming newborns. Yellow is a symbol of the bright and cheery sun,
positive energies, joy and happiness, making a perfect gift for friends, loved ones or anyone
special in your life. Orange is a symbol of positivity and friendship, good luck and personal
change such as a new career, promotion or new house.

The healing properties of Narcissus have only recently been recognized but have a long
traditional Japanese medicinal use. It can have toxic properties so care and caution is advised.
The practice of using the flower in therapy was also used by Australian Aboriginal tribes for
over 40,000 years. In the 1930s Dr. Edward Bach wrote about the non-toxic extraction the
Aborigines used to stabilize mental conditions. The theory was that the esoteric elements of
the condition should be used to aid the healing aspects. The remedy transferred energy from the
flower into a liquid to use and was environmentally sustainable as the plant is not destroyed
during the harvesting procedures. The plant is used to treat depression, self-criticism,
self-hatred, frustration, alienation, tension, and a variety of stomach issues. It centers energy to
be used to focus more and the cheerful Narcissus is called on to help.

Herbs: Holly, English Ivy, Fir, Mistletoe
Scents: Violet, Patchouli, Rose Geranium, Frankincense, Myrrh, Lilac
Energy Flow: To endure, die, be reborn. Earth tides turning, darkness. Personal Alchemy.
Spiritual path. Reach out to friends and family, the lonely and the needy.
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CA���D��
All times are Eastern Standard Time

“Yule is when the dark half of the year cedes to the light half. Known as Solstice Night,
Awaiting the rebirth of the Sun God. Bonfires, wassailing crops with toasts of spiced cider a
time of madness and awesomeness” ― Anujj Elviis

Thursday 1
● Plan a witchy getaway

Friday 2
● Decorate gingerbread cookies

Saturday 3
● Neptune becomes progressive
● Second Degree Initiation 1:30 PM

Sunday 4
● Coffee Chat 9 AM

Monday 5
● Krampusnacht, celebrating Krampus, a Bavarian figure who is the opposite of Santa

Claus
● Chancellor Chat 9 PM

Tuesday 6
● Worldwalker’s Meeting 2 PM

Wednesday 7
● Full moon in Gemini – Long Nights Moon, or Cold Moon. Now is a good season for

spiritual alchemy. It’s time to evaluate your life, and know that you’ll survive the dark
times. If you’ve already put the darkness behind you, take your good fortune and share it
with others. Temperatures are dropping, reminding people that winter is here to stay for a
few more months.

Thursday 8
● Finish last minute Yule shopping

Friday 9
● Decorate a Yule tree

Saturday 10
● Virtual Circle Red Tent 9 PM

Sunday 11
● Coffee Chat 9 AM
● Great Crystal Web 7 PM

Monday 12
● The Geminids Meteor Shower of 2022 may produce up to 150 meteors per hour at peak.

They will be at their maximum on December 12 at 9 AM, but the entire day and night of
December 12 should make for excellent viewing.
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● Chancellor Chat 9 PM
Tuesday 13
● Organize a cookie exchange

Wednesday 14
● Whip up some witchy winter drinks

Thursday 15
● Embrace the outdoors

Friday 16
● Donate old winter gear

Saturday 17
● Beginning of Saturnalia, a Roman celebration honoring the

god Saturn
Sunday 18
● Coffee Chat 9 AM

Monday 19
● Venus Retrograde begins
● Chancellor Chat 9 PM

Tuesday 20
● Volunteer at a local organization

Wednesday 21
● Yule (Northern Hemisphere), the winter solstice
● Litha (Southern Hemisphere), the summer solstice
● Zodiac Period of Sagittarius ends

Thursday 22
● Celtic Tree Month of Elder ends
● Zodiac Period of Capricorn begins

Friday 23
● New Moon in Capricorn
● Celtic Tree Month of Birch begins

Saturday 24
● Admire neighborhood lights and decorations

Sunday 25
● Feast of Frau Holle, Germanic goddess
● Christmas Day
● Coffee Chat 9 AM

Monday 26
● Chancellor Chat 9 PM

Tuesday 27
● Play in the snow

Wednesday 28
● Reflect on last year’s resolutions and make new ones
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Thursday 29
● Mercury becomes retrograde

Friday 30
● Stream holiday movies

Saturday 31
● Festival of Hogmanay - Scottish holiday that

celebrates the new year
● New Year’s Eve

CO���L��A� T����A

This month’s trivia question:

What Order focuses on peace through prayer, meditation, visualization,
Reiki, spell working, ritual, music, art, dance, and any positive energy
modalities, in peace and harmony, sending love?

Find out the answer in next month’s edition!

Last month’s trivia question:

What order creates and handles a variety of objects bearing symbols and sigils, such as
banners and regalia?

Answer:

Order of Artificers

Order Head: Rt. Rev. Alyssa Maxon Kemp, AP, CCE
Founding Head: Rev. Dragonfly

Artificers create and handle a variety of objects bearing symbols and sigils, such as banners and
regalia. Artificers are responsible for creating robes, patches, pins, altar pieces, etc.
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RI���� OF ��� M���H  - Sno� ��� ��tu��
Winter has arrived here in the North and I know that my children are looking forward to Snow
days. So this month I decided to share some of the rituals that will
make it snow and allow some cuddling on the couch. As an adult,
you can also try these as there is no age limit on needing a day off!

1. Wear your pajamas inside out and backwards. This is one of
the most well known rituals as it upsets the atmosphere and is
just plain fun to do.

2. Place a spoon under the pillow. Any type of spoon will do,
plastic, metal, wood, etc. This relates to the old wives’ tale
of putting a knife under the bed of a woman in labor to cut
the pain.

3. Snow dance. Native American ceremonies claim this works for any significant weather
event.

4. Place a white crayon in the freezer. Then place it under your pillow when you retire for
the evening.

5. Place ice cubes on the porch.  Place a few bags out there if you wish for a blizzard.
6. Flush ice cubes down the toilet. This is one of the well known ones in my house, my

poor plumbing.
7. Run around the dining table five times before bed. This is highly recommended if there

is extra energy keeping you awake after being stuck in the house all day during the cold
days.

So which one do we suggest…All of them! Have fun and test which one works for you. Then
enjoy your day off and put your feet up next to a fire. And for those of you who rarely or never
see snow…perhaps the rituals will bring unique weather your way!

AN���T�� O� T�� ��N��  - Bl�. Wal��� H�g� �o�r���
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell

Blv. Walter High Correll

11 November 1893 - 26 April 1948

Beloved Walter High Correll was born 11 November 1893, the son of Caroline High Correll. Blv.

Walter was the middle son of Caroline’s second group of children. Blv. Walter was a poet and a
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writer with an artistic disposition. Fighting in the First World War Blv. Walter was a victim of

mustard gas which left him disabled at a young age. Thereafter Blv. Walter lived with his

mother in the main residence at Under The Hill and after her passing until his own death. Blv.

Walter was known for being sweet tempered and patient.

Blv. Walter is the Patron of poets and poetry.

Blv. Walter’s card in a reading means that the situation is causing you

unnecessary stress. Although you may be very concerned about the

situation and worried about its potential outcomes, it really is not a

situation whose outcome can harm you. Possibly you are overestimating

the possible problems in the situation. Possibly it is not even your own

situation at all. Whatever the situation is, take an emotional step back

and relax -your worry is unjustified, and everything is going to be fine

with the situation at question.

If you like this Deck and want your own check out correllianpublishing.com

T�A��T�O� ��W�
Go over to Correllian Publishing for the revised version of our Correllian First
Degree Lessons, available in paperback ($25) or hardback ($50). I have spent
this entire year revising our Correllian Degree Lessons, and this is the final
installment! There are a number of changes but the most important is the
evolution of our Correllian view of the Goddess, as discussed previously at
various Lustrations by First Priestess Stephanie Leon Neal and leading
Correllian Priestesses. And of course, the book is heavily illustrated to give a
better understanding of the psychic exercises, spells, and other subject matter
through visual representation. Buy your copy today!

If you would like to have this book signed by Rev. Don Lewis please include a note to that
effect as well as what name you would like them signed to. Signed copies will be shipped by
December 1.
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So video producers, if you want to extend your funnel, consider putting your videos on Pagan
World. They are generating flow through traffic, and if you use the link to your channel, you
will receive credit towards your needed views and minutes.

It can be music, rituals, etc.

Correllian Publishing pleased to announce
the Four Book Box Set: First Degree,
Second Degree, Ritual in Theory and
Practice, and Third Degree Hard Cover
books for just $189.99. We expect to ship in
the first week of December, no later than
December 8.

If you would like to have the books signed by Rev. Don Lewis please include a note to that
effect as well as what name you would like them signed to.

The PoWR has expanded our group rate till December 15th, 2022. If you have not yet
registered, consider joining us for a life-changing venture. Please click the link below for
information on how to register.

We have a new group rate of $250 good till December 15, 2022 We are
asking ALL Correllians to register as Not Listed under Religion and
Spirituality. (Click Specific Religious or Spiritual Tradition from Drop
Down menu, last entry is Not Listed) Type in Correllian. To register use the
code CNC2023 in the coupon section of the application.

Please be aware: the first phase of registration ended on June 30, 2022 and
we are now in the second phase with a slightly higher price. The price of the Group Discount
Membership is expected to rise farther as we get closer to the date of the Parliament.
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WI��H��HO�� ��P�E��N��
By Rev. Ser Laurie Denman High-Correll, Arch Priestess CCE, Dean of Students and Mentoring at WSI

Greetings Witch School Family,

I am going on vacation on 12/12/2022 and won't have access to a computer
again until 1/11/2023. I will have access to my emails but without a
computer I will not be able to process Membership Applications to the
Mother Church. If you are thinking of applying for the Outer Court or
Clergy standing or elevation, please submit your applications before
12/08/2022. Otherwise they will be processed on a first in/first out basis upon my return to the
office. Please follow the instructions for application submissions as found on the page linked
below.  Thanks!

Walk in peace on your chosen path,

Rt. Rev. Ser Laurie Denman Highcorrell, AP CCE

Main Witch School Site - www.witchschool.com

Witch School the Official Page on

Facebook  - https://www.facebook.com/TheWitchSchool

Witch School International Facebook Group - https://www.facebook.com/groups/witchschool/

SO YOU WANNA BE A WITCH!

At Witch School, you will find a variety of courses to take on many different
Magical and Metaphysical subjects including, all the Degree Courses to become
Clergy of the Correllian Nativist Tradition of Wicca. Witch School offers Free

Basic Membership and Supporting Membership options.

So come fly on by and take a look at what Witch School has to offer.

www.witchschool.com
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IN���A���N�

If any Shrines, Proto Temples or Temples would like to submit their
initiates, we would be pleased to announce initiations of degree
students! Congratulate them on all their hard work!! If you or
someone you know is about to move up in the Priesthood, send us the
name and degree and we will gladly announce it.
correlliantimes@gmail.com.

Remote initiations are coming up! To participate, please email Rev.
Laurie at RevLaurie@witchschool.com. Please include your degree
number in the email. Zoom links will be provided in the confirmation email along with
information about the Rite.  These dedications are performed in English.

Hello Correllian Family!

I have posted all the Remote Outer Court Dedication and Clergy Initiation Rites as events for
2023. Please note that RSVPing to the event does NOT include you in the Rites. You must
email me at RevLaurie@Witchschool.com or include your Remote choice in your Tradition
application to reserve your spot in the Rite. The deadlines to request participation are in the
individual events.

You will notice that there are no Rites scheduled for Q2 2023. This is because they will be done
as part of the April Lustration. Once the schedule for the Lustration has been finalized I will
create the needed events.

You will need to include your Outer Court or Clergy Certificate number in your email to me.
Do NOT post it here on Facebook. To apply for Outer Court or Clergy elevation, please follow
the instructions found at the link below.
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https://www.correllian.com/applications.html

Walk in peace on your chosen path,

Rev. Laurie
Master of Records, Mother Church

2023 Initiation dates are as follows…

Outer Court and Clergy Dedication Rites will be:

● Saturday January 21 at 3:30 PM
● Saturday July 1 at 5 PM
● Saturday October 14 at 5 PM

First Degree Initiations will be:

● Saturday February 4 at 4 PM
● Saturday August 12 at 3 PM
● Saturday November 11 at 3:30 PM

Second Degree Initiations will be:

● Saturday December 3, 2022 at 1:30 PM
● Saturday March 18 at 3:30 PM
● Saturday September 16 at 5 PM
● Saturday December 16 at 4 PM

Third Degree Initiations will be:

● Saturday March 18 at 2 PM
● Saturday September 16 at 3 PM
● Saturday December 16 at 2 PM

The Correllian Times would also like to Congratulate Rv Diego Orellana for completing his
First Degree Clergy!
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CO���L��A� �D���TI���G

Advertising can be done for a price of $12 a month for a 1-inch by 2-inch
section. If you would like to submit an ad, please contact us for information.
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com

Customized Sigils: Round $5, Square $7. Contact Salena Murdock at
murdocksam1@yahoo.com.

Readings By Silas http://www.etsy.com/shop/readingsbysilas You
will find various spreads and decks for Tarot readings. Curious about
a past life? Need some help analyzing a dream? Need some advice
about your career or love life? There are tarot readings available for
all these and more! Come visit us at Readings By Silas on Etsy.

About: Silas has been studying and working with Tarot for over 10 years. He is a High Priest,
Reiki Master and a vetted member of the Seattle Psychics Association. He speaks both Spanish
and English.

Join a global network of professional psychics, tarot readers, energy workers and spiritual
advisors! Supporting your goals of prosperity and professional growth anywhere in the world!
Learn more about the Seattle Psychics Association and start your journey with us through a free
membership consultation at www.seattlepsychicsassociation.com !
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Winifred's Garden - Tea, Candles & Apothecary

Born in 1918, Winifred was taught to love and use natural
plants. This tradition continues with Winifred's Garden.

We are a female run, small-batch, handcrafted herbal company.
We formulate all products with the highest quality ingredients
and promise to always deliver products that are as natural as
possible. We also guarantee to source our raw materials from
trusted suppliers. Come through the gate and enjoy a relaxing
afternoon of tea and shopping.

www.winifredsgarden.com
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https://paganworld.ning.com/

MagickTv - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/magicktv

T�E ��V��’S �O��

The Correllian Nativist Tradition welcomes your financial support!! Your
willingness to help in this effort is much appreciated. Your gift, no matter
how small, will make a difference and provide essential support to the
Tradition. Givers understand the benefits gained by both the Giver and
receiver. Have a question, contact: Rt. Rev. Ser. Mike Neal AP at

CNTFundRaisingOffice@earthlink.net.

News From CNT Fundraising Office and the CorrStore
The Correllian Merchandise can be found via this link.
http://correllian.weebly.com/corr-store.html

CO���L��A� H��� D���

At the Correllian Tradition official website, you can find a list of all the Tradition’s Temples,
Proto-Temples, Shrines, Orders, and Study Groups by clicking on the “Groups” tab at the top of
the homepage. Contains the Corr store to purchase badges for stoles, stoles and robes, etc. Also
the place to find membership applications. www.correllian.weebly.com

At Correllian Publishing, you can find a number of items relating to the Correllian Tradition.
Pick one up for yourself or a gift for someone. www.correllian-publishing.myshopify.com
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At Witchschool, you will find a variety of courses to take on a number of witchy subjects.
There are free courses and supporting courses for a low fee. Come and take a look and while
you’re there, earn your Priest/ess Degree! You’ll never know what you’ll find at
www.witchschool.com

We have a wide variety of Facebook groups and Pages for Tradition members to participate in.

Do you have a question? Join the Correllian Help Desk Facebook Group and ask your question
there!

CO���S���DE��� T� ��E �D��O�S

Our readers are always welcome to write to the Editors. To do so, please email your
correspondence to: CorrellianTimes@gmail.com

Are you interested in writing for the Correllian Times? Are you interested in a specific topic
and wish we would include it? Let us know! Recently wrote a research paper and want to share
it with the Tradition?  Send it to the email above!!

NOTICE: All content within these pages belongs to the Correllian Times and/or its
Editors. Permission must be granted before being duplicated. Submissions are printed
at Editor's discretion.
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